
The great Theorem of Pierre de Fermat as a special case abc conjecture and the proof of Andrew 
Beal hypothesis. 

 
Of course Mr. Pierre de Fermat did not know the ABC hypothesis, let alone hypothesis 
Taniyama-Shimura. He simply wrote that there is no solution in integers nx nn zy =+  if n ≻ 2 
He understood the essence of the proof, but did not even begin to uncover it, assuming it is 
elementary. It even went as far that some asserted that Mr. Pierre de Fermat had been mistaken 
in the simplicity of the theorem. Some even say that it is impossible to prove the Great Theorem. 
Those are very brave and self-confident allegations.  
However Mr. Fermat was a genius and that which seemed impossible to some, to him was 
obvious and simple. So how could he have realized how it looks like in one moment?  
        
Perhaps like this:  
 
Option 1  
 
 
              nx nn zy =+         

а) =nx  nn yz −  if  n ≻ 2⇒ =nx x 2−nx  ⇒  

в) =
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−

−  ⇒       

с)x=y nn xz −  ⇒  No solution in integers nx nn zy =+  if n ≻ 2(x,y,z  are not  relatively prime 
numbers) 

 
Z=bY  

anYn +Yn=bnYn   an+1=bn      n na 1+ =b , b ∉  N   

The appearance of a coefficient on the left side of equation «в)» is possible, however that bears 
no meaning to the essence of the proof.  
 
Opotion 2 
 
 If   nx nn zy =+  ⇒  ⇒+ 222 zyx ≻ Azyx +=+ 222  
 

222 yAzx −+=  
222 xAzy −+=  
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22

⇒  x=y Axz −− 22 ⇒  No solution in integers nx nn zy =+  if n ≻ 2 

I am convinced that there can be still be many ways found how to define the relationship 
between x, y and z, proving that Mr. Fermat is correct.  
Also Andrew Beal’s hypothesis cannot be forgotten, his genius statement cannot be left without 
awe. How he managed to do it I cannot comprehend – beautifully and with elegance! This proof 
confirms that Andrew Beal’s hypothesis is true.  
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